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Grizzly Tamers

Amber Ainsworth/MJ
Tyler Groat, pictured during UM-Dearborn’s first game against Oakland on Oct. 2, scored two unassisted goals against the Golden Grizzlies Friday, Jan. 8. UM-Dearborn is now 3-0 against Oakland this season.

Groat, Hockey Continue
Oakland Dominance

By Jeramy Stover
Sports Editor
@jstover96

Tyler Groat has been a nightmare for the
Oakland University hockey team this season.
And the Golden Grizzlies won’t be sleeping much better after Friday night’s game.
Groat’s two goal performance led University of Michigan-Dearborn to a 5-3 win over
rival Oakland.
So far the Wolverines (13-3-2) are 3-0

against Oakland this season. Groat has eight
goals and two assists in the three games.
The freshman forward, who leads his
team in goals with 24 on the season said his
team showed signs of a long lay-off early in
the game but got better as it progressed.
“I thought we started out a little sloppy, a
little rust, but that happens when you have
a long break like that. But I thought we got
better as the game went on which is what
you want to see after coming off a break,”
Groat said.

Oakland got off to a good start scoring
just 1:36 into the game. Joe Pizzimenti went
around the net and found a wide open Wade
Orlowski who received the pass and put the
puck in the net.
But the Golden Grizzlies only lead of
the game would last just 43 seconds. Tyler
Dalton answered quickly for the Wolverines
scoring off a rebound that was shot by Gino
Darin.
Dalton would earn two more assists in the
period off goals by Marcus McSweeney and
Jeff McFarland.
The second period is when things started
to heat up. More pucks found the back of the
net, and each team’s penalty box got more
use out of it.

Groat scored back-to-back goals just 28
seconds apart giving the Wolverines a 5-1
lead. Kyle Nelson would cut the deficit to
three just 57 seconds after Groat’s second
goal.
The two teams would also combine for
11 penalties in the second period, something
not out of the ordinary for a rivalry game.
Oakland scored just 2:51 into the third
period to make it a 5-3 game. Which gave
them plenty of time to make a late charge.
But the Wolverines stepped up their defensive play late in the game which allowed
them to cruise through the remainder of the

Grizzly Tamer
continued on page 7

Beaudry Pleased With Crisler Game; Future Ann Arbor Games are Goal
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

The University of Michigan-Dearborn
women’s
basketball team played at
Michigan’s Crisler Center
last month.
Though the Wolverines
lost to Albion College, athletic director Matt Beaudry
believes the event was successful for the university.
It was the first time a UMDearborn team played a
home game in Ann Arbor
since the university adopted the Wolverine namesake
in 2013.
“I certainly do. A lot of
parents and family members who came up during
the game that just mentioned what the experience
meant to our ladies participating on the team,” Be-

what’s
inside
the MJ

audry said after the game,
played Dec. 19. “That’s
what we wanted to hear and
create the collaboration
that we’ve talked about before.”
Several members of
UM-Dearborn’s
athletic
staff attended or worked
the game.
“This was a home event
for us in coordination with
Ann Arbor’s staff. We
needed to facilitate the operations of the game,” Beaudry said. “In order to do
that, there were months of
planning, right down to the
shot and game clock operator, announcer, officials,
credentials for the Michigan Journal and all those
alike that are coming to
represent our team.”
The women’s basketball
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team could be the first of
several teams to play at Ann
Arbor under the Wolverine namesake. The hockey
team played at Michigan
Stadium in 2010 but it was
before the increased relationship between the campuses.
“We certainly want not
only women’s basketball
but to continue discussion
with our administration,
expanding this to hopefully
a recruiting advantage to
our university,” Beaudry
said. “That’s what my goal
is and there will be a lot of
discussion in the coming
months and years ahead
to look beyond one sport
playing here, but multiple
sports.
“We have some coaches
who are really interested…

Ricky LindsayMJ
The women’s basketball team played a home game at Crisler Center on Dec. 19, 2015.

At this time, we have a
hard time saying which
sport, but every sport is on

the table. But, that’s again,
a discussion with their administration and facility’s

staff to determine what’s
in the best interest of both
campuses.”

The Michigan Journal is
a proud member of the
Associated College Press.
Michigan Journal

@MichiganJournal
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Athletic Department Unveils New Website

Photo courtesy athletics.umdearborn.edu
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

The University of Michigan-Dearborn athletic department unveiled a bold, updated
look last month.
The website, powered by
SIDHelp, features the Fieldhouse banner at the top with
story updates and a weekly
schedule in the center. Sports
are separated by three categories: Men’s NAIA sports,
women’s NAIA sports and
non-NAIA sports.
According to athletic director Matt Beaudry, the planning for a new website started
shortly after his arrival in October 2014.
“Early into 2015, we internally talked about making
some changes that would help
with recruiting and the pro-

motion of our sports and student-athletes,” Beaudry said.
“That was one priority that
came forward. (Assistant athletic director) Bryan Earl took
the lead for our department
and did an outstanding job
with the vendor and getting
it to a point where we could
launch at some juncture in the
2015-2016 school year.”
Of the 12 WolverineHoosier Athletic Conference
universities, seven (Concordia, Cornerstone, Lawrence
Tech, Madonna, Marygrove,
Northwestern Ohio and UMDearborn) have their athletic
website powered by SIDHelp.
Davenport, Indiana Tech
and Lourdes work with Sidearm Sports, while Siena
Heights opts for PrestoSports.
Aquinas is the lone member
of the WHAC whose athletic

website features an outdated
look.
With 10 of 11 conference
competitors using an updated
athletic website and web application to power it, there’s a
lot of inspiration.
“A lot of intercollegiate
priorities is benchmarking
your peer institutions, and
when we look at trying to help
our coaches and programs
be successful, that’s just one
minor aspect,” Beaudry said.
“Looking at the competitors...
we realized there was a discrepancy and something that
we needed to fix. There are
other priorities along those
lines but that was one from
the very beginning that we
wanted to fix.”
But a new website isn’t
the only thing UM-Dearborn
is implementing for athlet-

ics. The department has focused on social media efforts
as well with Facebook (UMDearborn Athletics), Twitter
(@GoUMDearborn) and Instagram (UM_DearbornAthletics) accounts.
Matt Read, an administrative intern with the athletic
department and Student Government’s student athletic director, said the reception of
the social media efforts has
been positive.
“It’s been great. Just on
Twitter, it’s fun to see people
retweeing our tweets online,
which come from the athletic
department,” Read said. “It’s
fun to see interaction with
other schools. It’s been nothing but positive.”
But just like any endeavor,
the athletic department is not
exempt from challenges. The

biggest one for Read?
“Keeping up with the technology, making sure we’re up
to par as far as what’s going
on within the conference and
just doing what’s right and
then going a step further,”
Read said. “What can we improve upon in making ourselves a leader in this field?”
Going forward, Read
would like to see student-athlete interaction with the social
media effort, calling it “the
number-one thing that we’d
like to do.”
“We’d really like to bring
our athletes more into the
light and show the positive
things that they’re doing on
the field and off the field,
in terms of academics and
their personal lives, as far as
internships or accomplishments,” Read said.

After months of planning,
Beaudry has been pleased
with the website’s response.
“The reception’s been outstanding. Bryan and Matt,
since we’ve launched it, have
really managed and helped
create a great atmosphere and
platform for our student athletes. That’s the difficult part
of it, once the aesthetic piece
is launched, that’s exciting,
but then there’s the management aspect that requires time
and commitment each and every day.
“Bryan and Matt have
worked tandemly to work on
improvements and ways that
are similar. Just a few minutes ago, we were looking at
Madonna’s website on other
areas that we want to expand
upon on our website.”
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Members of Phi Sigma Phi
Visit Dearborn Police Department,
Demonstrate Support
By BROOKELYNN
RUGGIRELLO
News Editor

The University of Michigan-Dearborn’s chapter of
Phi Sigma Phi took a trip to
the Dearborn Police Department (DPD) on Wednesday,
Jan. 6 to demonstrate their
appreciation for law enforcement in conjunction with Law
Enforcement
Appreciation
Day, which took place on Jan.
9.
Sultan AbouHamdan, Phi
Sigma Phi’s Public Relations Chair, said that it was
important to the members of
Phi Sigma Phi to recognize
the hard work of the men and
women in uniform.
“The goal of the trip was to
show our appreciation to the
men and women in blue who
work every day to make sure
our Dearborn community is
safe,” AbouHamdan said.

“Law Enforcement Appreciation day happens to be on January 9, 2016, so we decided to
make a trip to the station just
in time as our semester kicks
off. All Phi Sigma Phi men
appreciate the hard work of
the men and women who put
their lives in danger to protect
and serve others.”
When asked if Phi Sigma
Phi’s visit to the DPD was
intended to demonstrate support in the midst of community uproar surrounding the
fatal shooting of Detroiter
Kevin Matthews, AbouHamdan said that the events were
unrelated.
“We chose the DPD because they serve the city we
study in and not for other
reasons, making it easier for
everyone to show up and participate,” AbouHamdan said.
“Regardless of the Kevin
Matthews case, our apprecia-
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Week of January 11, 2016
Department of Homeland Security
Visit
When: January 13, 2016, 02:00 PM - 03:00
PM
Where: 1500 SSB

Photo courtesy Craig Henderson
From left to right: Jetal Petal, Joeseph Norwood, Sultan Hamdan,
Corporal Eric Christensen, Rodein Hamdan, Craig Henderson, Jacob
Fuchs.

tion visit was scheduled before the shooting even took
place. As mentioned earlier,
this was an appreciation and
support visit that served to
thank the men and women in
service and to make sure that
their efforts are recognized by
the community.”
According to AbouHamdan, Phi Sigma Phi is plan-

Jeh Johnson, Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security, will discuss matters related
to national security and answer questions from
audience members. Doors open at 1:00 pm and
attendees must be seated by 1:45 pm. The event
is open to UM-Dearborn faculty, staff, and students ONLY. Your MCard must be shown upon
entry.

ning to visit the DPD annually in recognition of Law
Enforcement
Appreciation
Day.
“We would sure love to
establish a longstanding relationship of respect and maybe
work with the DPD in the future in services like volunteering and event co-sponsoring,”
AbouHamdan said.

Computer Science Saturday
When: January 16, 2016, 10:00 AM - 3:00
PM
Where: 139 CIS
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What I Wish I
Learned in School

By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

When you’re in school for 16-some years,
you’re going to learn a lot of things. It’s inevitable.
My last semester of college began Thursday,
and it got me thinking. I’ve learned a lot through
schooling but there are things I wish were taught.
But the biggest thing, without a doubt,
would be an increased importance on
preparing students for the real world.
This is something that should start in
high school. Not every student who gets
a diploma in high school will continue on
to higher education. For some, that’s the
end of the road. They get a job and start
a career. And it could be a tough learning
experience if they aren’t properly prepared
for the real world. For those who go to
college, they’ll eventually get to that point.
In high school, we learn about several

topics that will get us to college. Once we
get to college, things become specialized.
Math, for example, is no longer necessary
when
you’re
a
journalism
major.
College prepares you for a career
and helps you advance to in it through
internships. That’s great and all, but if you
have no idea how to survive outside of
school, how will you survive in your career?
Parents and guardians should have a role in
teaching their children how to survive in the
real world. But let’s face it; not everyone has
access to that luxury. There may be parents or
guardians in the same situation, where they don’t
know how to properly survive in the real world.
Is it really that hard to teach students how
to budget their money or manage their bills?
What about insuring their cars and setting
up a 401k? How do you lease an apartment
or buy a house? The list goes on and on.
Five years from now, these will be the
things that matter, not the Pythagorean
Theorem or something you learned
in a mandated introductory course.
There’s a reason why there are training
wheels on a young child’s bike. They have
to learn how to ride it before taking off.
So why shouldn’t students who
spend at least 12 years in school not
learn how to survive in the real world?

“Smoke-Free Campus?”
By YOUSUF ALI
Guest Columnist

Hey, did you know that the University of MichiganDearborn is a smoke-free campus?! Not just in the buildings,
but even in parking lots. At Ann Arbor and Flint too!
Of course, anyone who has bothered to step outside any
one of the campuses knows just how meaningless this label is.
People smoke regularly at this university, even in plain sight of
the campus police. These facts raise the question as to why the
university even calls itself a “smoke-free campus” in the first place.
To the university’s credit, smoking in buildings has been
prohibited for almost 30 years. This has a fairly clear rationale in
that it eliminates a fire hazard; however, the university extended
the prohibition to all of the campus grounds in 2011. The idea
was to change the way the behavior was perceived so that the
campus would eventually become “smoke-free.” To the surprise
of no one who has walked on any of the campus grounds, there
was not a robust method of enforcement included in the ban. In
other words, it is a policy that depends on self-enforcement. In
doing so, the University of Michigan has put itself in the awkward
position of maintaining a policy that takes a strong rhetorical
stand against one of the most detrimental practices to health
while allowing people to flout that policy without consequence.
For the university to refer to itself as “smoke-free” whilst
not taking any action against those who violate the ban is misleading,
to say the least. Perhaps smoking has decreased as a result of this
policy, but even if there were only one person who smoked on anyone
of the campuses without consequence, that would be sufficient
to dismiss the label that it so proudly uses for itself. Obviously,
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To Read or Not to Read?
By GHADEER ALARADI
Opinions Editor

Ever since I was a little girl, my older
sister, Maryam, would always try to convince
me that reading the Harry Potter series would
change my life. She would constantly glue
her face to the novels, and explain the story
to my other sister, Zainab, and me. I would
constantly shrug her comments away, saying
that it was a waste of my time and I’d rather
just watch the movies to understand the story.
“The books are different than the movies!”
she would tell me, trying to convince me
to enter the imaginative world of reading.
“They have much more details that you
can’t understand by watching a two-hour
movie,” she would say. Again, I did not pay
much attention to her words and thought
that reading just wasn’t for me. I did not
have the patience to sit through and read
pages of dialogue just so I can entertain
myself. My form of entertainment was
watching movies and TV; and lots of it.
Growing up and entering the world
of journalism has taught me a lot, and
may have changed my views on reading.
Although I may not admit this to my sister,
reading is one of the best hobbies a person
can have; especially starting from a young
age. Although my sister may not have seen
the benefits clearly at a young age, she

was lucky enough to experience reading
as a hobby. I had to learn to like it and
did not realize it until I entered college.
My sister would always love to go to
Barnes & Nobles to walk around the aisles
and look for new books, new topics, and
new stories to read. I used to think that
was boring, because it did not capture my
interest. Today, I love going to Barnes
& Nobles with her, pick up books, and
read through them while drinking a cup
of coffee. There is so much to learn about,
and so many interesting books out there.
I liked writing, but I was not a huge fan
of reading, and I did not know that those
two coincided.The more a person reads, they
automatically enhance and increase their
vocabulary, which can be helpful to students
entering any field. In order to learn to write
properly, one must read constantly. It doesn’t
matter if it’s a fiction novel, newspaper article,
or nonfiction book; reading these pieces of
writing will automatically improve one’s
writing. This is something I learned during
my college career that I wish I realized earlier.
In some classes, when a professor assigns
a reading assignment, students usually
overlook it and think that they don’t have
to read it. I admit, it can be difficult, but I
try to read assignments because I am paying
for the class and I want to make the most
of it by putting in effort. Sometimes it can
be challenging and it can be extremely
difficult to read, but it’s important to
discipline oneself to have the patience to
sit and try to learn. Isn’t that the point of
why we are aiming for a higher education?
It is to learn. That starts by reading.

the right to use one’s cell phone or chew gum. Even non-smokers
who simply pass by people smoking are putting their health at risk.
In the context of the university, students have to walk on the
campus grounds in order to attend classes and events. To do so,
they should not have to risk their health by exposing themselves
to hundreds of harmful chemicals including arsenic, carbon
monoxide, and hydrogen cyanide. By allowing people the
choice to smoke on campus, the university would essentially be
forcing the non-smokers in its community to risk their health
in order to participate in campus life. As such, the university
should demonstrate far more concern for the campus community
by ensuring that its campuses are indeed “smoke-free.”
Ricky Lindsay/MJ
When the university first proposed becoming a
Outside the CASL building is a“smoking prohibited” sign.
“smoke-free campus,” it seemed like a good idea. After
smoking on campus is far more widespread than this, and we should all, who could possibly object to the university ridding
renew our efforts to address this serious issue of public health. itself of one of the most serious public hazards ever?
There are some who say that the University ought not
However, four years on, the policy has failed to achieve
to restrict the rights of people to smoke on its ground since they what its label implies. The prohibition is openly flouted with
believe it to be a matter of choice; however, this is incorrect for non-smokers having to expose themselves to the dangers of
a number of reasons. The issue of smoking on campus is not a carcinogens just to get to and from class. Perhaps, people
simple matter of the freedom of people to choose whether or not reading about the university online, or even some parents, may
to smoke: it is a public health issue of the utmost importance. think that we are indeed “smoke-free,” but students and faculty
The negative health effects of smoking on smokers are well- know better. Given such circumstances, the label of “smokeknown and indisputable, but the issue certainly concerns non- free campus” only serves to mislead those who do not actually
smokers as well. Put simply, one need not be a smoker to be harmed spend time on University of Michigan campuses into thinking
by smoking. Even if one spends time around smokers, they will still the school is “smoke-free.” Needless to say, this is of no benefit
inhale many of the same toxins as the smoker. In fact, the Center to the students and faculty who have to spend time on the
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) goes as far to state that university campuses every day. By consequence, the university
“there is no risk-free level of exposure to secondhand smoke.” Given ought to seriously rethink this policy and its implementation.
such facts, it is simply wrong to conflate the issue of smoking with

Trump, Clinton, and the Lesser of Two Evils
By julia kassem
Staff Columnist

Voting strategically characterizes a bipolar electoral
system, where one’s electoral duty and agency is hostage
to those who hold the substantial political dominion and
stamina to succeed in a duopoly. However, not even the
two forerunners in a general election are immune from the
duopolistic platforms that mitigate any ounce of nuance
from opportunist shrills. From its voters, the climate of
elections projects these demands onto its constituents,
with strategy and opportunity, as opposed to ideology and
opportunity cost dictating the behavior in the polls which
itself represents a response to erratic behaviors at the podium.
When Clinton’s crass corporatism and hawkish history of
supporting the Iraq war, funding rebels in Syria, and escalating
conflicts in Libya showcased a proven track record that trumps
Trump, relegating the rhetorical renegade into a paltry of a
tycoon who could barely lead a business, let alone a country.
This is made even more facile with Trump’s own ideological
track record of social stances in 1999 such as his indifference
towards abortion and support for universal health care. Sure,
the tycoon’s economic policies were always consistent, but in
today’s political climate neoliberalism puts you left-of-center.
The only fundamental difference between Trump and Clinton
seems to be the extent by which they exercise their rhetoric. In the
centuries between Machiavelli and Gingrich, polemics are more
well rehearsed than is subject matter. It worked when Niccolo
tried to pen out political theory that would fissure together
some sanity and security in the throes of the Renaissance.
With safety and security, the frazzled tagline in last week’s
Republican debates, there’s no doubt that mudslinging pissing
contests on the nightly news or irresponsible policies can serve
well in eliminating the very chaos that is often perpetuated
in the campaign run. The most obvious difference, it seems,
between the two forerunners is in the subconscious; with

isn’t cool anymore. From the extension of the Patriot Act to
increased involvement in Afghanistan, eight years of drone
strikes and kill lists could bring us no closer to Dubya.
Though Clinton is known for being equivocal and evasive,
conveniently revisiting past positions and flip-flopping them
in accordance to what mainstream Democrats would probably
expect, she has been surprisingly outspoken in her support for
Israel, No Child Left Behind, and conditions increasing work
requirements for those on welfare, and spearheaded efforts in the
Middle East from supporting the Iraq War to aiding Syrian rebels.
By provoking and stimulating the nation’s festering wounds,
the polemical gadfly has left a sharp sting that has become
Photo courtesy of abcnews.go.com.
turgidly xenophobic and Islamophobic. Consequently, the
Trump appealing to the disenchanted, trigger-happy echelons outrage over Trump’s comments to turn back non-American
of the American Id in contrast to Clinton’s quasi-liberal Muslims and to build a wall have garnered a lot of attention,
logos that has headlocked the American Ego desperately and ensuing opposition. Michael Moore came back on the scene
in search of solace from the former’s disastrous drivel. last week to express his solidarity with Muslims, and the nation
The rise of Trump has been nothing more than symptomatic, is finally forced to confront a dangerous ideology that, despite
as the parasitic bigot whose drivel proliferates out of a festering resulting in numerous hate crimes and destruction, was seldom
host of post 9/11 bigotry and paranoia, contributing to and recognized as such in the mainstream political atmosphere and
vocalizing the paralysis and pathologization of America. Still, with people other than American Muslims and social liberals.
for every action Trump trumps, there is an equal — though not
Which, aside from offering a means of transparent
always opposite — reaction from Clinton, who is hesitantly redemption in an allegedly Orwellian era, we can let our guards
liberal though a bleeding heart hawk and corporatist, and is (and tinfoil hats) down when confronted with a guy that means
precisely a more dangerous choice for America if said question what he says and says what he means. Remember Carlin’s
is controlled to accommodate a “lesser of two evils.” Trump’s joke on euphemistic language? Trump obviously has little way
confrontational attitude is definitely unjustified, yet Clinton’s with words, but perhaps his kind of rhetorical transparency
vindictive suaveness would have us outraged over a hell of a lot less. is needed in a country disengaged and disenchanted
Bush’s invasion of Iraq caused international outrage, with “enhanced interrogation,” and “collateral damage.”
choreographing a mass of worldwide protests and later
“Kick ’em out” makes so much more sense than
inspiring a cool System of A Down music video. During implementing “smart enforcement,” a phenomenon
his presidency, anti-war sentiments transgressed the unprecedented by the Obama Administration and receiving
underpinning terror wrought by invasion and destruction
To read more, visit michiganjournal.org
abroad and the erosion of civil liberties at home.
Fast forward three to five years, and being anti-war just
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Great Times at
Great Lakes
By amber ainsworth
A&E Editor

According to the Great
Lakes
Coffee
Brewing
Company
website,
the
Midtown building the Detroit
coffeehouse occupies stood
vacant for two decades before
the business moved over and
renovated the space with wood
from demolished Hamtramck
homes and local art. Upon
entry into the shop, it’s no
doubt that time and thought
have went into creating an
inviting and quaint place to
enjoy a cup of coffee or glass
of beer or wine in the city.
Situated on Woodward,
nearly steps from popular
entertainment venues in
Midtown,
including
the
Garden Theater and the
Majestic, Great Lakes first
caught my attention only
because I was looking for
something to keep me warm
before shows in the winter
months; I was in and out with
a hot chocolate without giving
much thought or focus on the
atmosphere. Plus, that drink
was downed so quickly in an
attempt to erase the effects of
waiting in the cold that I can’t
even recall if it was worthy of
a review.
Those previous visits,
the place was busy, packed.
Last month, I returned with
a friend and the time to take
in the coffee shop for all that
it was on a Saturday evening

that surprisingly wasn’t as away from my typical drink
busy as I assumed it would be preference and try something
from past experiences. Great I can’t have at Starbucks or
Lakes offers the option to Biggby. So, I ordered the
order to go or sit down and be Sexy Mexican, an espresso
served. Patrons have several that combines coffee with
seating choices, including chocolate and cayenne pepper
high top tables and long for a drink that isn’t only
wooden tables and benches different, but delicious. It
that resemble the tables of was the perfect mix of sweet
a school lunchroom, this and spicy and while the cup it
type of seating inadvertently came in appeared small, was
bringing together people who just the right amount. Though
know and do not know each I only have tried that drink,
other alike.
my friend and other friends
Surrounded by the wood who have visited suggest that
and brick walls of the the Lavender Latte is a mustcoffeehouse, it’s a cozy try.
feeling. In addition, the
While more coffee shops
artwork displayed in the shop are popping up in Detroit,
is changed monthly, allowing I recommend giving The
local artists to showcase their Great Lakes Coffee Brewing
work, bringing in a multitude Company a try, though be
of
people
mindful that
for a wine
if
events
night
each
such
as
month that
concerts
introduces the
are
taking
new art. Pair
place at the
that feeling
nearby show
emitting from
venues, the
the
walls
location is
with a hot
probably
drink and it
going to be
becomes the
quite busy,
perfect place
but the wait
to spend a
is worth it.
cold winter
Great Lakes
night
(or
is
located
day).
at
3965
Amber Ainsworth/MJ
Usually at
Wo o d w a r d
a coffee shop, I stick with a Avenue, Detroit, MI 48201.
chai latte but I decided to step
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The Musical
Stylings of Goddess
Lauren Ruth Ward
By jessica Perez
Staff Writer

“Currently addicted, Lauren Ruth Ward
is a goddess.” I had never heard the name
before, but seeing this post on my best friend’s
Facebook page encouraged me to do a little
research. This friend of mine is one of the only
people who really gets my taste in music, so of
course I had to find out just what makes this
artist a “goddess” in her eyes.
After some digging I discovered my own
love for Lauren Ruth Ward. A cool, Bohemian
vibe sets her apart from today’s commercial
artists, like a Millennial Stevie Nicks.
Her vocals are honest and raw — she’s just
a girl with an acoustic guitar and a soul that
oozes into every lyric that escapes her. You
can hear it. You can feel it. You can even see
it, as her YouTube channel houses many of

her distinctive variations of classic songs by
artists like Led Zeppelin, The Beatles, Steely
Dan and Frank Sinatra.
Ward released her self-titled debut EP last
week on both iTunes and Spotify. Five cohesive
tracks allow the singer-songwriter’s talents to
truly shine through. Her soft-but-gritty timbre
dances around the haunting melodies and
poetic verses throughout each song.
The tracks are all somewhat similar in
style, which helps the listener understand that
this EP is much more than just a collection of
songs. It is an expression of Ward’s personal
story — her struggles, her emotions. Though it
is an unfinished one, she allows us to live this
story with her through her music.
To find out more about Lauren Ruth
Ward, you can visit her website at www.
laurenruthwardmusic.com.

Muse
Bring World Tour
The Spirit of Family
to the D

Photo courtesy of laurenruthwardmusic.com

By amber ainsworth
A&E Editor

English rockers Muse dropped their
seventh studio album last summer, an album
that started the new year with over one million
copies sold. Drones is also up for a Grammy
in 2016, earning a nomination for Best Rock
Album.
The concept album addresses war and a
loss of empathy. According to lead vocalist,
Matt Bellamy, on Twitter before the album’s
release, Drones is about “deep ecology, the
empathy gap and World War 3.” The 12-track
album follows a character who must overcome
warfare, as told through the songs. It’s a piece
that has earned the band positive feedback
from critics, not only becoming a catchy set

of music, but a story that is deep and relevant.
Over 20 years in the making, the band
knows what it takes to put on a live spectacular,
something fans can expect to witness when
Muse makes a stop at Joe Louis Arena on
Thursday night. The Drones World Tour
brings along X Ambassadors for a show that
will showcase the boundary pushing stage
productions that Muse has become recognized
for, with a new twist exclusive to this tour.
Muse will take to a round stage situated in
the middle of the arena, performing in a way
that will create an audio and visual experience
that thrills the senses from a 360 degree view.
Tickets are still available for the show in
Detroit on Jan. 14 through Ticketmaster.

Photo courtesy of bbgunpress

Shines
in Sisters Film

By sarah drogheo
Staff Writer

Tina Fey and Amy Poehler
– the comedy power duo
that’s been making us laugh
for decades — has recently
collaborated on a new movie
called Sisters. This film
features two sisters – Fey as
Kate and Poehler as Maura.
Kate is the free-spirited,
wild and carefree older sister
while Maura is the cautious,
helpful and sweet younger
sister.
Compared to Fey and
Poehler’s characters in Baby
Mama (2008), it almost
feels like a role reversal
(although there are some
differences that make it not
quite a direct switch). In that
film, Fey’s character Kate is
an uptight, driven business
woman while Poehler’s
character Angie is a chaotic,
rowdy, and irresponsible
woman being paid to be
Kate’s surrogate. While the
Kate from Baby Mama isn’t
exactly like Maura, the Kate
from Sisters is very much
like Angie.
In Baby Mama, Kate

and Angie are not sisters, the strong humor. I have to
so naturally the dynamic agree with this critique as I
between them is quite too had these thoughts during
different. Through time and the film — the comedy could
several complications later, have been stronger at certain
they eventually reach a points. When comparing it
heart-warming closeness.
to Baby Mama, it probably
In Sisters, Kate and Maura didn’t produce laughs quite
are already close and have a as often. In that film, there
history together as family was more of a steady stream
members. They must close a of jokes all throughout the
chapter in their lives as they movie from the opening
find out that
scene to the
their
parents
end. Still, when
are
selling
the comedy in
their childhood
Sisters wasn’t
home to move
at its boldest,
to a retirement
the engaging
plot
line
condo.
Now
made up for
they must pack
it in terms of
up all their
keeping one’s
belongings
attention.
and
move
Thus, I’d still
on. Riveting,
recommend
entertaining
and
very Photo courtesy of imdb.com viewing it and
amusing, this movie takes seeing what you think. If
us through many adventures you’re looking for a new
along the way and shows the movie to see and you can’t
get enough of Fey and
true spirit of family.
collaborations,
One of the complaints that Poehler’s
critics have made is that the give Sisters a try and enjoy
film has a bit of a slow build- this refreshing tale of two
up and takes a while to get to sisters.
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Get to Know: BASS Fishing Club

Terry Lakins/MJ
Austin Klotz, President and Founder of the BASS Fishing Club.
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The BASS Fishing Club is one
of the newest student organizations
to recently form at the University of
Michigan-Dearborn. It combines the
serene pastime of fishing with the
fierce competitive nature only found
in a tournament. Austin Klotz, the
president and founder, has been an
angler for a decade and has created
this club out of a lifelong passion for
the sport.
“I wanted to start something because I noticed Adrian College had
the biggest team in the state of Michigan,” Klotz said. Despite Adrian
College being the big fish in competitive angling Klotz knew that UMDearborn was great location to dip
into this scene, particularly because
of Lake Erie and the Detroit River
being in close proximity.
But having a good practice
ground isn’t enough to put a competitive team together. A good coach
with love, skill and knowledge of
the sport would be required to make
this vision happen. Klotz found this
in Matt Fischer, a 2014 Michigan

BASS Nation State Champion. Klotz
already knew Fischer, but mostly as
a rival in competitive fishing competitions. Fischer originally tried out
for Adrian College’s own team as
coach and made very it very far up
against hundreds of other fishing experts, only losing in the final round.
Despite losing out on such a big gig,
Fischer was approached by Klotz
about helping out with his vision for
the club. This meeting couldn’t have
been more perfect: Klotz’s missing
link was a coach and coaching was
Fischer’s ultimate goal.
“He immediately accepted the
offer,” Klotz said. “You’re learning from one of the best anglers in
Michigan.”
Klotz urges that anyone interested in fishing will learn a lot from
this club. As for the fishing itself, he
said you’ll learn fish migration patterns, how certain fish are fed at certain times of the year, where they’re
located in the water level, and how
to intrigue them to bite, among other
things. With enough training this will
lead into competitive bouts against
other colleges in the state, including

Michigan State. Klotz described the
tournaments as quite an experience
that starts early and lasts for up to
eight hours on a boat in the water.
“It’s intense. It takes a lot of mental strength,” Klotz said. He said
tracking the fish and figuring out
their patterns was fun but requires a
lot of focus. Catching the fish itself,
he said, was a whole other experience that was loud and exciting. One
could describe this as a very satisfying crescendo to a mostly quiet time.
Klotz said at the moment, the
team is competing in only state level
tournaments, but hopes the group
will grow big enough to reach regional and national-level competitions. He described tournaments at
the higher levels as generally similar
in structure, but with increased intensity and vaster traveling. Even at
the state level, Klotz said members
will get a chance to fish and compete
at Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair, Houghton Lake, Sanford Lake, Lake Cadillac, Lake Mitchell, and Grand River.
Klotz said there are many professionals to watch and gain experience
from and as an added bonus, mem-

Ring Tossing Provides Fun

Terry Lakins/MJ
Tomas Mauricia (left) and Matt Myers (right) during the Office for Student Engagement’s Playing for Prizes event.
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The Office for Student
Engagement held the Playing for Prizes Event on the
University Center Stage from
11-12 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 8.
This was a kickoff event that
serves as a part of Welcome
Week and is just one of many
events held to engage students coming back to school,
as part of the Office for Student Engagement’s “Under
the Big Top.” Tomas Mauri-

cia and Matt Myers, student
assistants for the Office for
Student Engagement, ran the
event.
The event itself involved
student’s throwing disk-like
objects into a box at a fixed
distance. A simple game with
a twist: The disks are light
and flimsy, forcing the participants to commit to an awkward throwing arc. The box
also had a cup in the middle
of it, making it much harder
to land a disk in without in

ricocheting outward. Anyone lucky enough to win at
this carnival game got small
prizes upfront, like candies,
Chap Stick and pens. But the
real bread and butter came
from the raffle tickets, which
winners were given to participant in a drawing. The winner
of that drawing will receive a
$100 gift card.
“We are just trying to engage the community here on
campus,” Mauricia said. He
also said the event was a nice

distraction for students going
between their classes, especially with all the preparation that comes within those
first few weeks. Myers said
this event is nice because it
puts something in front of the
students instead of just giving them their schedules and
turning them loose.
“We want to make college
life more fun,” Mauricia said.

bers will learn advertising and marketing experience.
Klotz also said members will get
experience working sponsors. The
sponsors for the club include Snack
Daddy Lures, Milk Run Lures, and
Torque Power Rods.
“They all agreed to contribute to
expenses for tournament jerseys and
fees,” Klotz said. “They’re all around
great companies that have been supporting us since day one.”
Klotz has described recruitment
as the biggest challenge for the club
because fishing is such a niche hobby
and there are not many anglers compared to normal competitive sports.
Despite this, Klotz keeps his hopes
up and encourages anyone with some
interest to sign up and check them
out.
“We are going to many locations
considered a world-class fishery, and
this may be your only chance to fish
them with someone who has experience.”
Anyone interested should contact Austin Klotz either by email at
ark5000@yahoo.com or by phone:
1-734-658-9907.

JOIN US!
The Michigan Journal
wants you to write!
No journalism
experience necessary;
we welcome all
majors. Email us at
themichiganj@gmail.
com or stop by our
office, 2130B UC.
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Women’s Hoops Drops Pair of
WHAC Games
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Despite Disappointment from
Cancellation, Hockey Excited for
Adrian Showdown

Jenna Rogers controls the ball against Albion at the Crisler Center

nation of canceling the game, the Wolverines
are able to take an extra day of rest to prepare
for their upcoming showdown next weekend.
The Wolverines will play a home-andIt’s been a long season for UM-Dearborn
home series against the Adrian College Bullwomen’s basketball. And it didn’t get easier
dogs.
this past week with a couple of losses.
Adrian has been a national powerhouse
On Jan. 6, the 22nd-ranked Lawrence Tech
and perennial Great Lakes Collegiate HockBlue Devils came to the Fieldhouse for a
ey League winner the past few years.
Wednesday night matchup with the WolverThe Wolverines are vying for a spot in the
ines.
By ERICK LEHMAN
ACHA Division-1 national tournament this
Managing Editor
UM-Dearborn got down early and would
year, and have Adrian standing in their way.
@ELehman29
go on to lose to Lawrence Tech 72-46.
“We’ll be good. If we stay healthy (and)
It was a first half hole that the Wolverines
The wacky not-so-Michigan-like weather work hard, we should be fine,” Haltinner
couldn’t climb out of, as they were down 40this winter finally caught up with the Univer- said. “They got a good team down there…
22 at the break.
sity of Michigan-Dearborn hockey team.
just excited to see what’s going to happen.”
Self-conflicting wounds would hurt UMThe Wolverines were slated to face off
The most recent ACHA Division-1 rankDearborn as they committed 22 turnovers and
against the Oakland University Golden Griz- ings came out on Dec. 16, and the Bulldogs
shot just 25.9 percent from the field.
zlies for the third consecutive year at Clark were ranked sixth in the nation at that point,
Christina Henry had her way in the paint
Park in Detroit.
while the Wolverines were at number 13.
and led both teams with 25 points, many of
And much like the previous two scheduled
A win or a sweep from the Wolverines
them coming either on a lay-up or at the free
meetings, the game was canceled, this time could catapult them into the top ten in the nathrow line.
due to inclement weather, like last year. The tion heading down the stretch, and they could
The Blue Devils (12-1, 9-1 Wolverinetemperatures reached as high as 50 degrees find themselves playing in Chicago for the
Hoosier Athletic Conference) out-rebounded
on Saturday, and rain was in the forecast, so national championship, but beating Adrian is
the Wolverines 50-31 and were thieves on the
the teams decided to cancel the game.
a tough task.
floor getting 16 steals on the night.
“It’s unfortunate, but we aren’t going to
“It’ll be a big test; they’re a real good
Megan Swick led the Wolverines with 15
play a game that will jeopardize us winning,” team. We got to come out and prove ourpoints, while Marisa Sauve scored eight points
head coach Chris Haltinner told Michigan selves,” Groat said. “We got to come out hard
and hauled in six rebounds.
Journal sports editor Jeramy Stover after Fri- and can’t take them lightly because they’ll
On Jan. 9, UM-Dearborn traveled to Aquiday night’s win.
hurt us if we do.”
nas looking to take down the Saints who sat
Two years ago the game was also canThe Bulldogs have a current record of 15celed due to high temperatures, as was last 2-1, have the sixth highest point scorer in the
season’s game. However, last year the game nation and have a very talented goalie tanwas pushed back a day, and the Wolverines dem with two goalies with a goals against
and Grizzlies met on a blistery cold, snowy average of 2.20 or less.
evening.
The task at hand for the Wolverines is difWith a team consisting of 11 freshman, the ficult, but they have the talent and depth ofWolverines had a bevy of players who have fensively to steal two games from the Bullnot participated in a competitive outdoor dogs.
game.
“We’re going to give them a good game;
“It’s pretty disappointing, but there’s noth- it’s going to be a solid weekend overall,”
ing anyone can do about it,” freshman for- Wolverine captain Ryan Urso said when
ward Tyler Dalton told Stover Friday night. asked about the showdown with Adrian.
“There’s a couple things you look forward to
Coach Haltinner did not want to say much
in the season, like that you definitely mark about the upcoming series and what a sweep
down on your calendar, and this is one of would mean for his Wolverines, simply tellthem so it’s pretty sad to hear the news.”
ing Stover that “a sweep against Adrian
The Wolverines were also preparing to un- would be nice.”
veil new uniforms for the game as well, much
A sweep would be much more than nice
like they did in last season’s Clark Park Clas- for the Wolverines — it could be seasonsic, which led to a little bit more disappoint- turning and provide momentum going into
ment from the players.
the final stretch of the season.
“Everyone was real excited that it was outIt goes without saying that this is the most
side. We have the new jerseys. It was pretty important weekend of the season for the Woldisappointing when coach Chris told us it verines to this point, and it is going to be two
very entertaining and action-packed hockey
Photo courtesy of the Associated Press was going to be canceled,” Tyler Groat said.
However, with the disappointing determi- games.
Taysom Hill should be an option Michigan looks at adding this spring.
we’re doing good, but we got
Jumpname
one more coming up so it’s gocontinued on page 1
and Braxton Miller, the decorated group
If Hill were to come to Ann Arbor, the
ing to be tough we got to finthird period.
that Ohio State boasted.
two could show the world what might
ish,” Haltinner said.
“Things could’ve gone for
So Harbaugh used the route of a grad- have been in Palo Alto.
With the Saturday game
the worst when they scored
uate transfer to increase depth at quarterHill was considered to be a Heismanof the weekend series getting
that third goal, but we got
back. And it worked out better than any- level quarterback entering last season.
postponed, the Wolverines
together and we said, ‘Hey
one could have expected; the transfer, But he suffered a season-ending injury in
will only play one game this
it’s time to play some good
Jake Rudock, was eventually elevated to BYU’s opener against Nebraska, paving
weekend, even with the win
defense,’ and everyone just
starter and posted one of the top passing the way for Tanner Mangum’s breakout
it’ll be interesting to see if they
chipped in and did their part,”
seasons in program history.
year.
climb higher in the national
Tyler Dalton said.
Rudock’s collegiate career is over,
We all saw what Harbaugh was able
rankings from their current
UM-Dearborn head coach
and Michigan is back to looking for a to do with Rudock, who was considered
13th position.
By RICKY LINDSAY
Chris Haltinner was happy to
quarterback.
The
situation
is
much
betto
be
nothing
more
than
a
game
manager
UM-Dearborn will have a
Editor in Ch
see his team win three in a row
ter than last season, with John O’Korn when he transferred in. Rudock broke
tough test as they play No. 6
@RLinds35
against their conference foe.
in the fold.
out in November and had one of the best
ranked Adrian next weekend
There were lots of questions surAs happy as he was to see his
But Harbaugh should not digress seasons by a quarterback in Michigan
in a home-home series. The
rounding Michigan’s quarterbacks when
team get another win against
(check definition) if BYU quarterback football history.
two-game set will open up FriJim Harbaugh first arrived on the scene
a tough team, he knows comTaysom Hill opts to transfer.
Under Harbaugh’s watch, there’s no
day, Jan. 15, when the Wolverlast winter.
pleting the season sweep
Hill and Harbaugh have been long reason to think Hill couldn’t reach the
ines will host the Bulldogs at
Former top recruit Shane Morris was
won’t be easy.
connected, with the coach recruiting him elite level that many expected this fall.
the Fieldhouse for a 7:30 p.m.
the most experienced signal caller on
“Well we did (win), so
at Stanford. Hill actually signed to play
If nothing else, it could give O’Korn,
game.
the roster, with two career starts in two
for Harbaugh in 2009, before he opted to Morris and incoming freshman Brandon
seasons. Wilton Speight was entering his
Alva T. Earley
do his Latter Day Saints mission. Har- Peters more competition, which is somesecond year and Alex Malzone had just
baugh told MLive.com this summer that thing Harbaugh’s teams crave.
P.O. Box 303
arrived on campus as an early enrolled
they exchanged text messages after he
La Junta, CO 81050-0303
freshman.
accepted the Michigan job.
(719) 468-2607
Not exactly J.T. Barrett, Cardale Jones
By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@JStover96

just two games above the Wolverines in the
conference standings.
The Wolverines would falter in the second
half and be defeated by the Saints 73-60.
UM-Dearborn (0-17, 0-10 WHAC) started off strong leading by nine at the end of the
first quarter. They carried the strong play into
halftime leading Aquinas (5-12, 4-6 WHAC)
33-27.
But an 11-2 run by the Saints to start the
third quarter would be the turning point of the
game. The Wolverines would get out-scored
46-27 in the second half and would find themselves with another long bus ride home.
Megan Swick led both teams with 22
points on the night. She also recorded seven
rebounds. Marisa Sauve contributed with 12
points and six rebounds.
Kendall Rose would earn her second double-double in three games scoring 12 points
and 10 rebounds.
UM-Dearborn improved its shooting from
the field but it wasn’t enough to earn its first
victory of the season.
The Wolverines played tough defensively
causing Aquinas to commit 22 turnovers. 25
of UM-Dearborn’s 60 points would come off
turnovers.
UM-Dearborn takes the floor again
Wednesday, Jan. 13 when it travels to Madonna for a 5:30 p.m. tip-off.

Michigan Should Add Hill
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Gino Darin awaits play at last season’s outdoor game

Hockey Outdoor Game Postponed
Due to Inclement Weather
By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@JStover96

The weather is an interesting phenomenon. At times you
love it, and there are times you don’t. But at the end of the
day, there is nothing you can do about it.
The amount of rain southeast Michigan received last Friday was enough to postpone the outdoor hockey game that
was scheduled for Saturday between the University of Michigan-Dearborn and Oakland University.
Wolverines head coach Chris Haltinner waited until after
their game Friday night to tell his players. And as expected,
the team was disappointed about the news.
“It was pretty disappointing in there. Everyone was real
excited especially ‘cause it was outside; we got the new jerseys,” freshman Tyler Groat said. “It was pretty disappointing when coach Chris told us it was going to be canceled, so
we’re just hoping it can get back outside somehow.”

This is not the first time the outdoor game has been canceled. In the 2013-2014 season, the game had to be called off
due to poor ice conditions, but because it was scheduled for
the last regular season game of the year, both teams didn’t
have time to try and reschedule.
With five weeks remaining in this season, both coaches are
going to try and make the game happen but are unsure as to
where.
While Haltinner suggested that the game will be played
elsewhere, Oakland coach Gordie Schaeffler said that the two
teams will still try and get together at Clark Park.
“We’re still looking into it so we can get that outdoor game
in; it just won’t be on a Saturday or a Friday like we hoped,
but it is what it is. The one thing you can’t control is the
weather,” Schaeffler said. “It’s disappointing right now, but
hopefully we’ll get some good weather and play outdoors.”
In last season’s outdoor game, UM-Dearborn cruised past
the Golden Grizzlies to a 10-4 win. But in a game played

outdoors where hockey players are reminded of the times
growing up and playing on a frozen pond the experience is
something that is unforgettable.
It is clear that this season’s game would’ve been no different. It was one game on both team’s schedules that was
circled on the calendar when the official schedules were released.
“There’s a couple things that you look forward to in the
season, that you definitely mark down on your calendar, and
this is one of them so it’s pretty sad to hear the news,” freshman Tyler Dalton said.
With the Wolverines having games on both Friday and
Saturday until Feb. 6, it seems likely that the game will be
played during the week.
Both coaches will talk this upcoming week and try and
find a way to reschedule the game. We will find out soon if
they are able to make that happen.

Men’s Hoops Splits
Pair of WHAC Games
By JACK VANASSCHE
Guest Reporter
@JackVanAssche

The University of MichiganDearborn men’s basketball
looked to halt a two-game skid
on Wednesday, Jan. 6 against a
struggling Lawrence Tech team.
The Wolverines did just that,
taking down the Blue Devils by
a score of 81-69.
After falling flat in their previous two games, the Wolverines were in desperate need of
a spark.
Enter sophomore guard Ali
Farhat. Farhat received an ovation from the home crowd at
the UM-Dearborn Fieldhouse
upon taking the court for his
first game of eligibility since
his transfer to the university. He
did not disappoint, putting up
16 points in 19 minutes on the
floor.
Freshman guard Deonte Bell
also took the court for the first
time this season following his
second knee injury in as many
years. Although he was confined to a minutes limit, Bell
managed to put up two points
and two assists.
The energy from the return of

the Wolverine guards was contagious, and it was obvious the
UM-Dearborn defense caught
it. The Wolverines forced the
Blue Devils to commit 14 turnovers, two shot clock violations,
and multiple traveling violations.
Although Lawrence Tech (314, 2-7 Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference) had more big
men, the Wolverines found success on both sides of the ball in
the paint as well. Wolverine big
man Marcus Williams led the
team with nine total rebounds
on the night and tallied four
steals down low.
Lawrence Tech would not
fold early, however, and being forced to put up threes was
no issue for LTU guard Robbie Geohegan. The sophomore
went 5-7 from downtown and
finished with 17 points, and,
for the most part, kept the Blue
Devils in the game.
The Blue Devils held out
hope for a late surge, down
only 10 with eight minutes left
to play. That late surge would
come, just for the maize and
blue instead. The Wolverines
pulled away late, ending the
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game on a 13-3 run and capping
an overall dominant game.
Saturday, Jan. 9, the Wolverines looked to ride the momentum from the win over Lawrence Tech when they faced
Aquinas College. Road games
are never easy, and to make
matters worse for the Wolverines, they were facing one of the
best teams in the conference.
The Wolverines hit the road
for a shot to upset 25th-ranked

Aquinas. The Saints, however,
proved to be too strong, beating
up on UM-Dearborn by a final
score of 80-53. As a team, the
Wolverines had major troubles
shooting, sinking only 30 percent of their shots from the field.
Freshman forward Alex Hagel went 6-12 from the field,
totaling a team-high 15 points
on the day. Also, in his second
game of eligibility, Ali Farhat
put up seven points and three

rebounds. The Wolverines (810, 3-7 WHAC) held their own
in the first half, and looked to
hang around just long enough to
make a push in the second half.
Whatever it was that 13-year
Aquinas head coach Dave Hammer said to his men at halftime,
it worked. Oh, boy, did it work.
The Saints (13-5, 9-1 WHAC)
came out firing on all cylinders
and really took the game by the
reigns.

Aquinas forward Zac VanBeek went off, going 9-12 from
the field and 5-7 from threepoint range. VanBeek led all
players with 23 points in 31
minutes on the floor. The Saints
would continue to pour it on late
until the final buzzer sounded,
solidifying
UM-Dearborn’s
27-point loss.

